
Agenda

1. Attested get
2. PGP proposal
3. Crypto proposal
4. Immutability question (Introduce)
5. GetRandom proposal from John (Introduce)
6. Elaine comments from PGP (Introduce)
7. Brief update on 1.1 (Schedule for 1.1. vote)

Mike moves that we approve agenda, Tim seconds

Which of the NIST CKMS requirements do we plan on addressing?
- End of the meeting, let us think on what is an appropriate time
- New profile and new reqt around protected attribute

Amended to include these.

Hearing no objections/abstentions, amended agenda is approved.

Defer meeting approval until next week (Last two + f2f)

1.1

Yet another round of 60 day public review has started
Let us start the 14-day ballot after the start of the new year.

Attested Get

Look @ GetRandom as part of Crypto profile or John's alternative proposal and Kelly/Bob will revisit 
their proposal.
Need the random number to be used as part of the remote attestation protocol.

Crypto Proposal

Tim goes over his proposal without any controversy and going down any rabbit holes :-)

GetRandom Proposal - John L

Subhash: How do we represent when 'x' bits of TRNG needs to be consumed to generate 'y' bits of 
PRNG output?
John: Applies to both
Tim: A combination of Algorithm and Quality attribute
IF: Are we planning on supporting both TIm's and John's proposal?
Bob: One or the other?
Tim and John: Yes. one or the other
Bruce: Is Random a new cryptographic managed object?
JL: 'managed cryptographic operation object'
IF: have to set all the mandatory attribute (e.g. usage) and does not make sense
TH: radical change
JL: Not as radical, though need to address Indra's comments

Immutability



TH: minimal set of changes to address the changes to templates
BR: starts with get operation on template and some text is added to improve clarity 

Bob: Both of these are substantial changes.
Bruce: Only clarify what get on a template should return
Tim: Beating around the bush; we need clarity; so we need a ballot right away

Straw Poll: 3 options
Choose TIm/Bruce or abstain?
Tim: No change VS abstain?
Bob: agree.
John: Either of these cannot be used verbatim; still need a lot of word smithing
Bob: Will include that caveat
John: Agree but need significant edits on the proposals

Elaine comments:

Editorial in nature and don't think that we need to change the documents for 1.1

PGP proposal

Mike goes over his proposal as posted to the reflector

TIm: we are talking two new attributes
Judy: can use parent/child links for representing the hierarchy

Next week:
Direction on GetRandom

Bruce moves that we adjourn, Tim seconds.
Hearing no objections/abstentions, we are adjourned.


